






   Modern STEEL

b) Required minimum nominal tensile strength for beam 
and girder end connections is the available vertical shear 
strength of the connection at either end, but not less than 
10 kips. Shear force and axial tensile force need not act 
simultaneously for the connection design (Section 28.2-
2212.2).

c) Required minimum nominal tensile strength for elements 
bracing compression members is 2% of the required com-
pressive strength of the member being braced, but not less 
than 10 kips. Shear force and axial tensile force need not 
act simultaneously for the connection design. Where more 
than one element braces a compression member at a point 
in one direction, each element and connection should 
have a minimum available tensile strength equal to 1% of 
the required compressive strength of the member being 
braced, but not less than 10 kips (Section 28.2-2212.2).

According to NYCBC Section BC 2212, the only exemption 
from providing the abovementioned tie-force capacity require-
ments are one-story structures less than 5,000 sq. ft and not ex-
ceeding 15 ft in height, and structures in occupancy group cat-
egory R = 3 (which are one- and two-family dwellings, as de�ned 
in Section 28.2-310.1.3) not more than three stories in height. 

In addition, some minimum requirements for bolted con-
nections and composite slab construction are provided in the 
same section. 

NYCBC also provides additional structural integrity provi-
sions including prescriptive requirements for speci�c cases of 
vehicular impact and gas explosions in Section BC 1615 as well 
as key element analysis for the buildings that qualify for this 
analysis as stated in Section BC 1616. 

A Consistent Framework
Section B3 of the Speci�cation has been reorganized to 

provide a consistent framework for introducing charging lan-
guage and design requirements for the Speci�cation. If water is 
impounded on a roof, design for ponding must be considered 
regardless of the roof slope. Also, additional provisions related 
to structural integrity have been included as a result of recent 
efforts by AISC to take steps towards reducing the possibility of 
disproportionate collapse with minimal additional cost to the 
project. As more research results become available, these struc-
tural integrity provisions may be developed further to more 
effectively control the risks associated with disproportionate 


